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Abstract
Flux couplings to string theory axions yield super-Planckian field ranges along which the
axion potential energy grows. At the same time, other aspects of the physics remain es-
sentially unchanged along these large displacements, respecting a discrete shift symmetry
with a sub-Planckian period. After a general overview of this monodromy effect and its
application to large-field inflation, we present new classes of specific models of monodromy
inflation, with monomial potentials µ4−pφp. A key simplification in these models is that the
inflaton potential energy plays a leading role in moduli stabilization during inflation. The
resulting inflaton-dependent shifts in the moduli fields lead to an effective flattening of the
inflaton potential, i.e. a reduction of the exponent from a fiducial value p0 to p < p0. We
focus on examples arising in compactifications of type IIB string theory on products of tori
or Riemann surfaces, where the inflaton descends from the NS-NS two-form potential B2,
with monodromy induced by a coupling to the R-R field strength F1. In this setting we ex-
hibit models with p = 2/3, 4/3, 2, and 3, corresponding to predictions for the tensor-to-scalar
ratio of r ≈ 0.04, 0.09, 0.13, and 0.2, respectively. Using mirror symmetry, we also motivate
a second class of examples with the role of the axions played by the real parts of complex
structure moduli, with fluxes inducing monodromy.
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1 Motivation and Overview
Cosmological observables provide a window into very early times in our universe, offer-
ing a unique set of probes of high-energy physics. In particular, in the context of inflation
[2], an observation of a tensor-to-scalar ratio r & 10−2 implies an unprecedented connec-
tion between empirical observations and quantum gravity, for two reasons: it provides a
measurement of the quantum mechanical variance of the tensor modes of the metric [3][4],
and it indicates a super-Planckian field excursion [5]. An impressive variety of observational
efforts are approaching the sensitivity required to detect r in this range [6], with a recent
report of a detection of B-mode polarization [7] that may contain a signal of primordial ori-
gin corresponding to inflationary tensor modes [8], depending on the outcome of important
foreground measurements generalizing [9].
The inflationary energy density in large-field inflation is sub-Planckian — albeit relatively
high, ∼ (1016 GeV)4 — so that the process can be described, and was originally discovered
theoretically, in the context of low-energy quantum field theory coupled to gravity. But
the large field range implies sensitivity to an infinite sequence of dangerously irrelevant
Planck-suppressed operators. Low-energy field theory models of large-field inflation can be
radiatively stable, and natural in the sense of Wilsonian renormalization, by virtue of an
approximate shift symmetry. However, imposing such a symmetry, even at the classical
level, amounts to making a strong assumption about the ultraviolet (UV) completion of
the inflationary effective theory. It would be much more satisfying — and in our view it is
necessary — to understand how the structures required for large-field inflation emerge from
a complete theory of quantum gravity.
It is tempting to belabor the motivation for modeling inflation in string theory by drawing
examples from other subjects, such as condensed matter physics, illustrating the importance
of the ‘ultraviolet’-complete treatment in the presence of sensitivity to irrelevant operators
in the effective theory.1 Even though one can model certain low-energy phenomena such as
superconductivity using a continuum field theory, knowledge of the microphysics is required
to understand very basic aspects of the problem, such as the transition temperatures available
in real materials. For example, in applying BCS theory to metals one needs to recognize
that the attractive interaction yielding Cooper pairs arises from phonons. Low-energy theory
alone would suggest a much wider variety of transition temperatures than is observed in
nature, a discrepancy that may be due to constraints from the UV completion of the system.
More generally, important aspects of the physics (such as transport) can be described by an
irrelevant operator, and thus be sensitive to aspects of the UV theory (such as the breakdown
of translation invariance due to the lattice). Moreover, certain effects, such as the melting
of a solid, are strongly UV sensitive. Although one can model a wide variety of behaviors
1We thank S. Hartnoll and S. Kachru for discussions.
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in low-energy field theory, it would be a mistake to work purely in a low-energy effective
description, ignoring the structure and constraints implied by the ultraviolet theory.
Of course, the major difference in the present case is that we do not know the correct
theory of quantum gravity, whereas in the condensed matter analogue the relevant short
distance theory is standard. But that is a logically independent point, and does not diminish
the importance of obtaining large-field inflation from a complete theory of quantum gravity.
Without detailed knowledge of the UV completion of gravity, one might worry that as the
inflaton moves over a Planckian range in field space — or more generally a range MUV ≤MP ,
where MUV characterizes the scale of new physics involved in quantum gravity — new degrees
of freedom could become important in the dynamics. These new degrees of freedom could be
different in different parts of the long field excursion, and lead to independent contributions
to the potential that strongly violate the slow roll conditions. Note that this is already an
important question at the classical level: although a shift-symmetric model can be radiatively
stable, and hence internally consistent from the low-energy effective field theory point of view,
whether a given shift symmetry admits an ultraviolet completion in quantum gravity requires
careful examination.
String theory is a very promising candidate theory of quantum gravity, with many con-
crete successes in the arena of thought experiments and mathematical and physical consis-
tency checks. The strong evidence for its consistency includes precise black hole entropy
counts, the AdS/CFT correspondence, the perturbative finiteness of the theory, its role in
resolving singularities, the intricate duality relations that make sense of various strong cou-
pling and high-curvature limits, and the capacity of its landscape of vacua to accommodate
the small cosmological constant (as a selection effect). Despite the astronomical number
of solutions of string theory, the mathematical structure of the theory remains highly con-
strained.
The microphysical structure of string theory provides a rather simple and general mecha-
nism for large-field inflation [10], monodromy [11][12][13], in which an underlying periodicity
of the theory ensures that as the inflaton field traverses many cycles with sub-Planckian
period 2pif MP , the potential energy increases over each cycle but much of the remaining
physics essentially repeats itself (see figure 1).
In this work, we will begin a more systematic analysis of the monodromy effect in string
theory and its application to inflationary cosmology. As we will review in detail below,
the couplings of axions to fluxes exhibit monodromy in a robust way. In the presence
of sufficiently generic fluxes or brane configurations, the field ranges of axion fields (and
their duals) extend to super-Planckian values, but the underlying sub-Planckian periodicity
governs much of the physics along the trajectory [11][12][13] including significant sectors of
the spectrum of particles and branes. Starting from this general framework, we will provide
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Figure 1: On the left, a sketch of a large field range with new effects — such as altered
couplings or new light states — appearing after each displacement of order ∼ MP , param-
eterizing our ignorance of quantum gravity. Such features could arise both at the classical
and the quantum level. On the right, the structure of the potential along axion directions
(and their various duals) in string theory. The whole structure has a sub-Planckian period f ,
but on each branch the field can reach a large field range. The potential energy grows with
each cycle around the underlying period f , while other conditions — such as the spectrum
of branes wrapping the cycles threaded by the higher dimensional potential fields yielding
axions — remain the same each time around. The result is a radiatively-stable potential as
in chaotic inflation with a monomial potential.
a new class of specific examples of monodromy inflation in string theory, with a variety of
values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio, including some with significantly larger values of r than
in previously studied realizations of monodromy in string theory. The cause of the large
values of r is very simple: in our examples, inflation is driven by potential energy terms that
involve moderately high powers of the axion field.
Although the monodromy phenomenon in itself is quite simple, there are substantial
complications involved in modeling inflation explicitly in string theory: a primary problem
is the stabilization of the many moduli fields that arise upon compactification. In the new
models presented here, moduli stabilization is simpler in one respect than in previous real-
izations: the inflationary energy itself plays a leading role in determining the vevs of some
of the moduli, which shift adiabatically as inflation proceeds. This flexibility allows for suc-
cessful moduli stabilization even when the inflationary energy is large enough to invalidate
a more rigid stabilization scenario. Moreover, the shifting of the moduli alters the form of
the inflaton potential, while not disrupting inflation. With the adjustment of the moduli
fields consistently taken into account, we find potentials that take the form of a sinusoidally
modulated power law,
V (φ) ≈ µ4−pφp + Λ4 sin
(
φ
f
)
, (1.1)
over the relevant range of the inflaton field φ. Previous work had exhibited a concrete
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example with p = 1 [12], and motivated a variety of others with various powers p [12][13][14]
[15][16][17][18][19]. In the present work, we will derive a broader range of powers p from a
wider variety of flux-induced axion interactions.2
The fields of primary interest here arise from the internal components of higher dimen-
sional potential fields (of various ranks), which are generalizations of the vector potential A
of electromagnetism. The axions descend from rank-p potential fields Ap as Ap = aωp, where
ωp is a p-form in the cohomology of the internal space. For example, a one-form A integrated
around a circle S1 in the extra dimensions gives an axion, a =
∫
S1
A. There is a rich set of
gauge invariant terms in the low-energy Lagrangian of compactified string theory that ex-
hibit direct dependence on these potential fields and on their field strengths; these generalize
Stueckelberg terms (∂C + A)2 that are gauge-invariant under A→ A+ ∂Λ, C → C − Λ.
In §2, we will give an overview of the monodromy arising from the couplings between
fluxes and axion fields in string theory, paying particular attention to the contributions
relevant for our new examples. The couplings to fluxes of an axion field a produce a potential
that at large a takes the form V ∼ f(χ)×ap0 where χ represents the moduli fields, including
massive Kaluza-Klein scalars, and p0 is an integer. Backreaction of the inflationary energy
on the moduli χ, which adjust in an energetically favorable way, can change the shape
of the potential at large field values. Previous work focused on examples with p0 = 2;
in one canonical class of examples this fiducial power is ‘flattened’ to the linear potential
V ∝ a1 originally studied in [12], as can be seen explicitly using the gravity-side description
of the corresponding brane system [14]. In the present work, we will include examples in
which higher-rank wedge products of the rank-two potential field B sourced by fundamental
strings lead to higher fiducial powers p0. In particular, we find examples with p0 = 4.
We will also comment on dual cases, including axion-like components of complex structure
moduli of Calabi-Yau and Riemann surface compactifications. After an instructive warmup
example in §3 exhibiting flattening along a complex structure direction, we will present string
compactifications that realize monodromy inflation in §4. In these examples, the flattening
effect leads to a variety of final powers including p = 3, 2, 4/3 and 2/3. In §5, we will make
comments on the monodromies in complex structure moduli space from flux potentials in
Calabi-Yau and Riemann surface compactifications.
2 Flux Couplings and Monodromy
In this section we explain the origin of terms in the effective action that have a monodromy-
induced potential growing as an integer power p0 ≥ 2 of an axion field, while also depending
2Other interesting recent work on axion inflation in string theory without incorporating monodromy
appears in [20], building on earlier works such as [21][22][23][24].
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on moduli fields coming from the internal metric and the dynamical string coupling. In
§3, we will show explicitly how these terms can lead to a variety of power law potentials
V ∝ φp≤p0 , with the final power p shifted down from p0 via adjustments of heavy moduli.
2.1 Axions from the two-form potential B
Perturbative string theory contains a two-form potential field B = BMNdx
M ∧ dxN that
is directly analogous to the usual vector potential A = AMdx
M of electromagnetism.3 In
particular, B is sourced by fundamental strings just as the usual vector potential is sourced by
charged particles. There is a gauge invariance in the theory under which B → B+dΛ1, with
Λ1 a one-form, analogous to the gauge invariance under A→ A+ dΛ0 in electromagnetism.
Similarly, there are other potential fields denoted Cp+1 sourced by p-dimensional extended
objects (Dp-branes) [25].
In electromagnetism, the action contains the gauge-invariant terms
SEM =
∫
d4x
√−g {FMNFMN − ρ2(AM + ∂MC)2 + . . .} , (2.1)
where under the gauge transformation AM → A + ∂MΛ0, the field C transforms as C →
C −Λ0. The first term is the Maxwell action, written in terms of the field strength F = dA.
The second term, known as a Stueckelberg term, can arise from spontaneous symmetry
breaking, with ρ the vacuum expectation value of a charged field.4
In type II string theory, one finds generalizations of these Maxwell and Stueckelberg
terms, with the gauge transformation B → B + dΛ1 accompanied by appropriate shifts of
the Cp fields. Although we will focus on specific examples in type IIB string theory below,
let us start by considering the relevant terms arising in D = 10 type IIA string theory. There
we have potential fields Cp with odd p, and it is useful to define the following generalized
field strengths that respect all the gauge symmetries of the theory:
H3 = dB ,
F0 = Q0 ,
F˜2 = dC1 + F0B ,
F˜4 = dC3 + C1 ∧H3 + 1
2
F0B ∧B , (2.2)
where Q0 is an integer. These are gauge-invariant, with the transformation B → B + dΛ1
3An exception is the type I string, in which closed strings are unstable to breaking into open strings, but
this theory contains a two-form potential sourced by D1-branes.
4In ordinary electrodynamics the symmetry is of course unbroken in vacuum, but ρ 6= 0 arises in a
superconductor from the condensation of the Cooper pair field.
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extended to a combined transformation
δB = dΛ1 ,
δC1 = −F0Λ1 ,
δC3 = −F0Λ1 ∧B . (2.3)
The effective action starting from a total dimensionality D = 10 contains terms proportional
to5
− 1
α′4
∫
d10x
√−G
{ 1
g2s
|H3|2 +
∑
p
|F˜p|2
}
. (2.4)
Upon dimensional reduction to four dimensions, these terms introduce a direct dependence
of the potential energy on the axion fields
bi ≡
∫
Σi2
B (2.5)
obtained by integrating the potential field B over nontrivial 2-cycles Σi2 in the compact-
ification manifold M. Another feature we need to take into account is that the fluxes
Qi2 =
∫
Σi2
dC1, Q4 =
∫
Σi4
dC3, and N3 =
∫
Σa3
H3 (with the index i running over topologically
distinct even-dimensional cycles, and a similarly indexing three-cycles) are quantized, as is
Q0 = F0.
Let us focus on the B-dependent terms, and for simplicity work on the branch of the
potential where Q2 = Q4 = 0 (also setting to zero the flux dC3 along the noncompact four
dimensional spacetime, or equivalently the dual 6-form flux Q6 ≡
∫
M ?10F4 =
∫
M F6). In the
models in §3, we will incorporate the analogue in type IIB string theory of these additional
fluxes, which will yield interesting behavior in some cases, but for now we will focus on the
leading contributions to the potential at large field range. Given this, we have an action of
the schematic form6
− 1
α′4
∫
d10x
√−G
{
1
g2s
|H3|2 + |Q0B|2 + |Q0B ∧B|2 + γ4g2s |Q0B ∧B|4 + . . .
}
. (2.6)
Here in the last term and the ellipses we have allowed for corrections that could be read off
from the tree-level four-point and higher-point functions (γ4 being an order 1 number). We
have also set to zero the contribution from |F˜6|2 = |C3∧H3+Q0B∧B∧B/6|2, having in mind
situations where H3 flux is present in order to contribute to moduli stabilization, and C3
minimizes the |F˜6|2 term at zero. More generally, there should be interesting configurations
5Similar comments apply in the more generic cases with D > 10 [26].
6See e.g. equation 12.1.25 of [25]. However, we caution the reader that we follow the sign conventions of
[27], not those of [25].
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in which C3∧H3 6= −Q0B ∧B ∧B/6 at the C3 minimum, or configurations in which C3 and
B evolve together, in which cases this term is relevant.
The field strengths of R-R terms come with a factor of gs, so higher-dimension oper-
ators involving higher powers of generalized field strengths F˜p — even those from string
tree diagrams — appear with a relative factor of Q20g
2
s , and are thus suppressed at small
string coupling. This is in the standard frame we will use exclusively here, where gauge
transformation and flux quantization conditions are most simply expressed.
In fact, there is generically an additional suppression factor at large radius. We will
shortly consider generalizations that arise upon dimensional reduction or T-duality, where
F0 is replaced by higher-form fluxes Fn. In those cases, the suppression is even stronger,
with each power of |F˜ |2 coming with a factor of g2sQ2n/L2n, where L is the size in string units
of the cycle threaded by the Fn flux.
Below, we will consider specific examples in type IIB string theory with effective |F1B|2 +
|F1 ∧ B ∧ B|2 interactions. These follow from T-duality of (2.6) upon reduction of the IIA
theory on a circle as explained in detail in [27]. At first glance, this is not manifest from the
generalized fluxes that appear in the type IIB equations of motion in ten dimensions:
H3 = dB ,
F1 = dC0 ,
F˜3 = dC2 − C0H3 ,
F˜5 = dC4 − 1
2
C2 ∧H3 + 1
2
B ∧ dC2 . (2.7)
In F˜5 we do not find an F1 ∧B ∧B term by working directly in the ten-dimensional theory.
However, T-duality on a circle, including the duality between D7-branes and D8-branes,
requires this coupling to be present upon dimensional reduction. This indeed works out
precisely [27]. Specifically, consider reducing ten-dimensional type IIB theory on a circle
(along the x9 direction, x9 ∼= x9 + 2pi), with
C0 = x
9Q0 + C0 ,
C2 = x
9Q0B + C2 , (2.8)
where Cp are fluctuations of the potential fields about the background. Substituting (2.8)
into (2.7), we find an effective F1 ∧ B ∧ B contribution to F˜5, and an effective F1 ∧ B term
in F˜3. In the four-dimensional effective theory, there are many contributions of this kind,
leading to axion potentials of the schematic form
f(χ, . . . )
(Q(n)an +Q(n−1)an−1 + · · ·+Q(0))2
L2n′
+ · · · ∼ f˜(χ, . . . ) ap0 for a 1 , (2.9)
where we have denoted the axion field by a, n = p0/2 is a positive integer, and “χ, . . . ” refers
to the moduli fields χ, as well as additional scalar fields, whose important effects we will
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analyze below. The value of n depends on the ranks of the fluxes and potential fields that
descend to the Q(i) and to a, respectively; we will discuss specific examples in the following
section.
We see immediately from (2.9) the branch structure of the monodromy-unwound po-
tential: for a fixed value of the flux quantum number Q(0) here, the potential is a growing
function of a, which has an unbounded field range (up to the point where the potential energy
density becomes so large that the low-energy description breaks down). The whole structure,
on the other hand, is periodic under shifts of a by an integer, as this can be absorbed by
an appropriate shift of the flux quantum numbers. That is, there is an identical branch of
the potential for each value of Q(0), as in figure 1. Similarly, the spectrum of particles and
higher dimensional branes that couple to a is periodic7 under a→ a + 1. For example, one
gets D-strings from wrapping a D3-brane on a two-cycle threaded by B. A given wrapped
D-brane gives a string in four dimensions with a tension that grows with the axion b =
∫
B,
but the set of wrapped D-branes is invariant under shifts of b by an integer. This provides a
reasonably clean answer to the question of controlled large field ranges in quantum gravity.
As we will analyze in detailed examples below, the moduli-dependence in the potential
energy has important effects on the inflationary dynamics. If the moduli (and other massive
degrees of freedom, such as Kaluza-Klein modes, included in the ellipses in χ, . . . ) are sta-
bilized very rigidly, the inflationary potential could end up behaving like ap0 . That requires
the inflationary potential to be subdominant to the leading terms stabilizing the moduli.
More generally, as we increase the vev of the axion field a, the other fields will adjust in
response to the potential energy carried by the term (2.9). This can be an important effect
even for fields more massive than the Hubble scale during inflation, as was first pointed out,
and explored in various cases with p0 = 2, in [14]. As an example, the linear potential of
[12] arises in a simple way as a flattening effect from p0 = 2 to p = 1.
The couplings we have reviewed above can produce examples in which the fiducial power
p0 is either 2 (e.g. from |dC2 ∧ B|2) or 4 (e.g. from |Fn ∧ B ∧ B|2, n = 0 or 1). As we have
seen, some of these couplings are manifest from a simple dimensional reduction of the terms
in the higher-dimensional type II string theory action [25]. Other such terms come from
appropriate field configurations, as in (2.8), that can arise in the reduction of the higher-
dimensional theory. Some of these two types of terms, and many others, can be related to
each other by duality symmetries.
A rich set of string dualities also relate the B potential fields we have focused on here
7The subsectors of the spectrum coming from wrapped branes as described in the text are periodic, while
other sectors of metastable states can be affected by the monodromy along the branch of the potential on
which the system inflates. See [12] for explicit examples of both classes, with the latter case arising from
modes living on a spacetime-filling brane. These latter sectors are the closest the system comes to the
emergence of light states at large field [28], albeit not via an approach to a weak-coupling or large-radius
limit of moduli space.
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to the R-R potentials Cp, and also to other scalar fields such as the real parts of complex
structure moduli (related to B via T-duality or its generalizations like mirror symmetry). We
will comment further on the latter case below. It would take us too far afield to enumerate
all the possible fields and terms, but it is clear that the monodromy effect is ubiquitous — to
avoid it requires turning off fluxes and/or choosing internal manifolds with special topology.
One final comment on genericity is worth making here: in this work we will consider
string theory in D = 10 dimensions, but D > 10 limits of string theory also exhibit axion-
flux couplings with a similar structure, including important couplings to other scalar fields.
In such cases, one might find even higher fiducial powers p0, which when combined with
heavy-field adjustments could lead to a larger range of potentials, which could be analyzed
explicitly as in [26]. In fact, in D > 10 the spectrum is dominated by axions from R-R
potential fields, whose number grows as 2D. In D = 10, axions and their duals are an order-
one fraction of the scalar fields, and hence already rather generic as candidate inflatons.
Before moving to specific examples in the next section, let us continue to study the general
structure of the potential and how it behaves at large field range, in the regime where the
canonically normalized field takes super-Planckian values. As already discussed, the axions
bi from the two-form potential B arise from cohomology elements in the internal manifold,
B =
∑
biω
i
2 , (2.10)
where ωi2 are nontrivial two-forms. The relation between the axions bi and the canonical field
depends on the geometry, and specifically on
∫
ω ∧ ?ω. For simplicity let us first consider a
situation in which all length scales are comparable, of order L in string units, and there is
no significant warping. From the kinetic term
∫ |H3|2 for B we get the canonical fields
φi ∼ fbi ∼ biMP
L2
, (2.11)
and an effective action of the form∫
d4x
√−g
{∑
i
g00φ˙2i − V (φi;σI)
}
, (2.12)
where σI denotes moduli fields and other degrees of freedom such as those related to the
internal spatial profiles of the fields (i.e., Kaluza-Klein modes). With multiple fields there is
the possibility of kinetic mixing, as we will discuss below.
With the above approximations we arrive at a potential of the form
V ∼ M4P
g4s
L6
Q2n
L2n
(
b2
L4
+
b4
L8
+O
(
g2sQ
2
n
L2n
b8
L16
))
(2.13)
∼ M4P
g4s
L6
Q2n
L2n
(
φ2
M2P
+
φ4
M4P
+O
(
g2sQ
2
n
L2n
φ8
M8P
))
.
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Here we have assumed that the configuration of fluxes and axion(s) bi ∼ b is sufficiently
generic so that Fn ∧ B ∧ B 6= 0, leading to a potential term quartic in b. In other special
cases, e.g. in type IIB theory without the background field configuration in (2.8), the quartic
term may be absent, leading to a quadratic fiducial potential.
The expression (2.13) has two main implications for our purposes. First, at least in this
one-scale situation, the quartic term dominates in the super-Planckian regime φ  MP .8
Second, the higher-dimension operators coming from higher powers of |F˜p|2 are negligible
as long as g2s/L
2n  1. In (2.13) we took into account that the largest power of φ/MP
dominates in these terms suppressed by g2s/L
2n. This requires moderately large radius and
small string coupling. From now on, we will drop higher-dimension terms for this reason.
In the next section, we will incorporate backreaction on the moduli fields χ, finding
specific examples in which the fiducial power p0 is shifted to various powers p ≤ p0 depending
on the interplay of the leading large-field inflationary potential term and the other terms in
the moduli potential,
V ∼ f(χ) φp0 + V0(χ) → V (φ) ≈ µ4−pφp + Λ4 sin
(
φ
f
)
. (2.14)
In the last term we allowed for periodic contributions, which are suppressed at large radius.
2.2 Radiative stability
For completeness, let us briefly review radiative stability in large-field inflation. Chaotic
inflation with a monomial potential [10], including generalizations to non-integer powers p
via monodromy, as in (2.14), is radiatively stable. The couplings intrinsic to the power
law potential (expanding in field perturbations δφ) become smaller at large field range, and
gravitational interactions are also suppressed [29]. In effect, as long as the inflationary
scalar potential constitutes the leading source of shift symmetry breaking, the model is
technically natural in the sense of ’t Hooft (and can be fully natural in the sense of Wilson
given dynamically small scales). On the other hand, establishing that the approximate shift
symmetry encoded in (2.14) can arise in a consistent quantum gravity theory requires careful
consideration of the ultraviolet completion: in the context of string compactifications, it is
necessary in particular to verify that the symmetry survives stabilization of all moduli. We
check this in explicit examples in §4 below.
8Although we have illustrated this point in a system with a single length scale, the result is more general.
In fact, in configurations with multiple length scales, as described around (3.29) of [14], the higher powers
of φ can dominate even for φ < MP .
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2.3 Dual axions
Before moving on to our main examples, we briefly mention other fields, related to the B
field by dualities, that undergo monodromy in the presence of appropriate fluxes.9
First, as noted above, string dualities relate the NS-NS two-form B to the R-R p-forms
Cp. We will not analyze such examples here, but characterizing them would be a large part
of a systematic analysis of the monodromy mechanism. As an example, in one of the original
models [12] of axion monodromy, the inflaton is an axion descending from C2.
Next, complex structure moduli of certain special compactification manifolds, such as
Calabi-Yau manifolds and Riemann surfaces, contain components that behave like axions,
i.e. fields that are periodic in the absence of monodromy-inducing sources. These are some-
times related by string dualities to the axions descending from higher dimensional compo-
nents of the various gauge potentials. The motion of 7-branes is on the same footing in some
sense, as 7-brane position moduli arise from complex structure moduli in F-theory.10
For the simplest example, consider string theory on a two-dimensional torus T 2. The
complex structure modulus τ describes the same geometry if we shift τ → τ + 1. This
complex structure modulus τ is related by a T-duality (or mirror symmetry) transformation
to a modulus ρ = b+ iVol(T 2), where b =
∫
T 2
B and Vol(T 2) is the volume of the two-torus.
The underlying periodicity of b is mirror to the transformation τ → τ + 1 of the real part of
the complex modulus τ . Flux threading one cycle of this T 2 removes the periodicity under
τ → τ + 1, inducing monodromy. For Riemann surfaces with genus h > 1, a similar effect
arises, at least in a limit of complex structure where the surface nearly factorizes into h tori
separated by thin necks.
In Calabi-Yau manifolds, mirror symmetry relates the axions from B to components of
the complex structure moduli. The B fields have an underlying periodicity, realized as a
set of θ angles in a gauged linear sigma model [31] treatment of Calabi-Yau manifolds. The
complex structure moduli exhibit a corresponding monodromy: the periods, and hence the
fluxes, do not return to themselves after going around special points in the moduli space.
About large complex structure, for example, there is a monodromy group Z as in the T 2
case just discussed.
The flux stabilization potential for complex structure moduli of Calabi-Yau manifolds [32]
as well as of Riemann surfaces [33] contains a sextic potential for these complex-structure
dual-axions, at fixed values of the remaining moduli. In some cases, such as the examples in
[33], this flux potential for the complex structure moduli also provides a leading contribution
to the stabilizing potential for the volume and the string coupling.
9Our discussion here is not exhaustive: other examples include configurations with moving branes
[11][16][18], as well as some of the scenarios in [19]; some of these may also be understood via dualities.
10See [30] for a recent paper that determines monodromies on CY4 manifolds.
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In §5 we will remark briefly on the complex structure analogue (roughly the mirror) of
the examples based on B axions that appear in §3 and §4. It would be worthwhile to analyze
more systematically the possibility of complex structure monodromies for inflation.
3 Monodromies of Neveu-Schwarz B fields
In this section we will illustrate the general considerations of §2.1 in a concrete framework
for moduli stabilization. We will exhibit a simple flattening effect [14] in which the axion
potential energy participates in the stabilization of a complex modulus u, whose adjustment
reduces the power in the axion potential from a fiducial value p0 = 4 to p = 3, at fixed values
of the other moduli.
Later, in §4, we will recover this effect within a class of string compactifications which
also stabilize the volume and string coupling. In short, the inflationary axion will arise from
the NS-NS B field in compactification of type IIB string theory on a product of Riemann
surfaces, Σ1×Σ2×Σ3, with moduli stabilized as in [33] by a combination of fluxes and (p, q)
7-branes.
3.1 Complex structure adjustment along a B axion trajectory
Consider type IIB string theory, but including the effective flux coupling T-dual to the term
|F0B∧B|2 in the action (2.6) for massive type IIA string theory. As explained in the previous
section, in the presence of background fields (2.8) [27], we effectively have a term in the type
IIB action of the form
SIIB ⊃ 1
α′4
∫
|F1 ∧B ∧B|2 . (3.1)
from the |F˜5|2 term. As usual in type IIB string theory, we must separately impose self-
duality of F˜5 [25].
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We begin by studying compactification on the product of three two-tori, (T 2)3, and later
generalize to higher-genus Riemann surfaces. For simplicity we will take the tori to be
rectangular, with metric
ds2 = Gmndy
mdyn =
3∑
i=1
L21(dy
(i)
1 )
2 + L22(dy
(i)
2 )
2 , (3.2)
with y1 ≡ y1 +
√
α′, y2 ≡ y2 +
√
α′, where L1 and L2 are dimensionless. Denote L2 = L1L2,
11The field configuration (2.8) also contributes to the Chern-Simons term
∫
C4 ∧H3 ∧ F3 in the type IIB
action, but in the flux and axion backgrounds considered below, the relevant contribution
∫
H3 ∧F1 ∧B will
vanish.
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so the total internal volume V is L6α′3. Introduce 3-form flux
F3 = (2pi)
2 Q31√
α′
dy
(1)
1 ∧ dy(2)1 ∧ dy(3)1 + (2pi)2
Q32√
α′
dy
(1)
2 ∧ dy(2)2 ∧ dy(3)2 , (3.3)
where the superscript labels the three two-tori and with Q31, Q32 ∈ Z. That is, we have Q31
units of flux on the product of the three y
(i)
1 cycles and Q32 units of flux on the product of
the three y
(i)
2 cycles.
We now include quantized 1-form flux in the symmetric configuration
F1 =
Q1√
α′
3∑
i=1
dy
(i)
1 , (3.4)
with Q1 ∈ Z, so that Q1 =
∫
dy
(i)
1 F1.
The periods of B on each individual T 2 give rise to the axions of primary interest:
b(i) ≡ 1
α′
∫
T 2
(i)
B , (3.5)
so that12
B =
3∑
i=1
b(i)dy
(i)
1 ∧ dy(i)2 + . . . (3.6)
where the ellipses indicate additional axions from periods of B on two-cycles consisting of
pairs of one-cycles from two distinct tori.13
We will first study the dynamics of the symmetric configuration
b(1) = b(2) = b(3) ≡ b , (3.7)
and will address the stability of the relative coordinates b(i)−b(j), i 6= j, in §3.3 below. Upon
dimensional reduction, the four-dimensional Lagrange density for the scalars takes the form
(before converting to Einstein frame)
L = a(t)
3
α′
L6g2s
(
u˙
u
)2
+
L6
g2s
(
L˙
L
)2
+
L6
g2s
b˙2
L4
− L
6
α′
Q21
L21
[
b4
L8
+
b2
L4
+ 1
]
− L
6
α′
(
Q231
L61
+
Q232
L62
) ,
(3.8)
up to coefficients of order unity that we suppress. Notice that the kinetic term for b depends
on L. The dependence on L in the various terms in (3.8) is readily obtained from the
12In our conventions, b(i) and L are dimensionless, while yi have dimensions of length, and B has the
dimensions of length squared (so its components BMN are dimensionless, as are the components of the R-R
potentials C
(p)
M1...Mp
).
13Axions involving distinct tori could be projected out by a suitable orbifold action.
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metric (3.2), which enters via the overall volume and the inverse metric components in the
contractions F˜µ1...µnG
µ1ν1 . . . GµnνnF˜ν1...νn , reflecting the dilution of the fluxes at large volume.
Stabilization of L (and the remainder of the moduli) will be described in a particular
class of examples in §4 below, but it is useful first to examine the axion dynamics if L is
imagined to be fixed, as may happen in a variety of different ways in the string landscape.
The key phenomenon is that the energy built up in the b4 term induces an adjustment of
the complex structure modulus u = L2/L1, flattening the potential for b.
The combination in square brackets is
b4
L8
+
b2
L4
+ 1 =
φ4b
M4P
+
φ2b
M2P
+ 1 ≈ b
4
L8
, (3.9)
where φb is the canonically normalized inflaton, which satisfies φb  MP in the regime of
interest for inflation. Correspondingly, we will drop the constant and quadratic terms in the
square brackets from now on, in our analysis of the diagonal axion mode (3.7).
Using L2 = L1L2, writing u = L2/L1, and converting to Einstein frame gives the potential
V ∼M4P
g4s
L12
(
Q21
L4
ub4 +Q231u
3 +
Q232
u3
)
. (3.10)
This potential stabilizes u, since it grows at large u and at small u. For simplicity of
presentation let us work in the regime where the second term in (3.10) can be neglected
compared to the first and third terms. Minimizing u yields the b-dependent vev
u ≈ 3
1/4L
b
√
Q32
Q1
∝ 1
b
. (3.11)
Substituting (3.11) into (3.10), and assuming that the kinetic energies are subleading in this
dynamics, we see that the net effect is a flattening from V ∝ φ4 to
V ∝ φ3 . (3.12)
In the next two subsections we will verify that it is self-consistent to neglect kinetic energies
as a source of backreaction (§3.2), and to restrict attention to the symmetric-combination
axion field b in (3.7), omitting the relative coordinates b(i) − b(j), i 6= j (§3.3).
Granting these facts, and anticipating a full UV completion (to be discussed in §4), let
us next estimate the scale of the parameters required for inflationary phenomenology, and
check that the complex modulus u is not driven to too extreme a value. A detection of
r ≈ 0.1 corresponds to (roughly)
g4s
L9
4
33/4
Q
3/2
1 Q
1/2
32 ∼ 10−12 , (3.13)
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where we folded in the super-Planckian regime φ ∼ 10MP applicable to the early period of
inflation. This is straightforward to match with a moderately weak string coupling gs . 1/10
and moderately large compactification radius L & 10, depending on the size of the fluxes
Q1, Q32.
Finally, let us check that we do not require such an extreme value of u = L2/L1 that
new degrees of freedom appear. In particular, if L2 were too small (L2 . 1, corresponding
to a length L2
√
α′ below the string scale), this would lead to light winding modes; we will
avoid this regime. In a more generic situation with a curved manifold, such as those we will
study in §4, we require a large radius of curvature. Note that this does not in general require
1-cycle sizes to be larger than string scale; in the Riemann surface examples of §4, u will be
a complex structure modulus that does not change the curvature radius ∼ √L1L2α′.
The mass squared of the winding modes depends on the spin structure of the circle: if
fermions are anti-periodic, there is an unstable mode (winding tachyon) for radii near the
string scale, whereas for a periodic spin structure there is no such instability. In either case
our model is safe from winding string effects, as follows. Let us write (3.11) as
u ∼ L2
L1
∼ MP
φ
1
L
√
Q32
Q1
& 10−1 1
L
√
Q32
Q1
. (3.14)
In (3.13) we found L =
√
L1L2 & 10, with this inequality saturated for flux quantum numbers
of order 1. In that case, (3.13) and (3.14) would be satisfied by L1 ∼ 102, L2 ∼ 1. This is
already safe, and can be relaxed further (to larger L2) using the fluxes Q1, Q32, allowing us
to avoid extreme values of the complex structure.
3.2 Kinetic energies
That the kinetic energies of the axions and moduli are negligible here can be seen as follows.
First, the axion kinetic term depends on the size modulus L, which we have temporarily
assumed to be stabilized independently. Let us take the terms in the scalar potential that
stabilize L to be at least as large as the inflationary potential energy, and to be perturbative
in 1/L. The explicit examples in the next section will satisfy this criterion. The next step is
to note that during inflation, the axion kinetic term is smaller than this inflationary potential
by a factor of ε = φ˙
2
H2M2P
. So the axion kinetic energy is a subleading source in the equation
of motion for L.
It is likewise easy to show that the kinetic energy u is also subleading in the dynamics,
even though u evolves during inflation, being yoked to the axion b by (3.11). We can write
the u degree of freedom in terms of the corresponding canonically normalized scalar field ν:
u ≡ ecνν/MP , (3.15)
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where cν is a constant of order 1. The equation of motion for ν is
ν¨ + 3Hν˙ = −∂νV . (3.16)
In (3.11) above, we approximated the solution to (3.16) by setting the right hand side of
(3.16) to zero, by balancing two individual terms in the potential against each other. An
individual term V(i) on the right hand side is of order
∂νV(i) ∼
V(i)
MP
∼ H2MP ∼ V
MP
. (3.17)
We will see shortly that each term on the left hand side of (3.16) is much smaller than
V/MP , so that it was indeed a good approximation to solve for the dynamics of u = e
cνν/MP
by setting ∂νV = 0.
By differentiating the relation (3.11), we see that
ν˙ ∼MP b˙
b
∼MP φ˙
φ
, (3.18)
while ν¨ has terms of order MP φ¨/φ and MP φ˙
2/φ2. We have
Hν˙ ∼MPH φ˙
φ
∼ √εMP
φ
V
MP
 ∂νV(i) , (3.19)
where in the last step we used (3.17). Similarly,
MP
φ¨
φ
 MP
φ
∂φV ∼
(
MP
φ
)2
V
MP
∼
(
MP
φ
)2
∂νV(i)  ∂νV(i) , (3.20)
where we used the fact that in slow roll inflation, φ¨  ∂φV ∼ V/φ ∼ (MP/φ)(V/MP ).
Finally, the remaining contribution to ν¨ is small:
MP
φ˙2
φ2
∼ H2MP × εM
2
P
φ2
 ∂νV(i) . (3.21)
In sum, the kinetic energies are all subleading in the dynamics.
3.3 Transverse axion directions
Next, let us analyze the ‘relative’ axion directions b(i)− b(j), i 6= j, transverse to the configu-
ration (3.7). These transverse directions break a symmetry, and are guaranteed to lie at an
extremum of the potential. A positive mass squared in that direction, or a negative mass
squared with |m2|  H2, does not represent an instability as we will see.
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Let us focus on a given pair that contributes to F1 ∧ B ∧ B, say b(1) and b(2). Writing
b± = b(1) ± b(2) and similarly for the canonical fields φ±, the relevant terms in the potential
are
V ∼ λ(u)
(
φ2+
M2P
+
φ2−
M2P
+
φ4+
M4P
+
φ4−
M4P
− φ
2
−
M2P
φ2+
M2P
)
. (3.22)
Here we have allowed for dependence on u, which in the example just discussed led to a
flattening to a cubic potential for φ+. The last term in (3.22) introduces a negative mass
squared for φ− that is of the same order as the positive mass squared of the perturbation
δφ+. This is well below the Hubble scale at large field values: for our power law potentials,
|m2δφ| ∼ ∂2φV ∼
V
φ2
∼ H2M
2
P
φ2
 H2. (3.23)
There is also a subleading positive contribution from the quadratic terms (which descend
from the effective |F1B|2 coupling). Depending on the details of specific models, additional
positive contributions can arise, for example from the |F3 ∧ B|2 term, which depends on
an independent set of flux quantum numbers. In any case, even before taking into account
any positive contributions, we obtain parametrically mild instabilities, |m2−|  H2, in the
transverse directions. Thus, while fluctuations of φ− could contribute to the primordial
perturbations, instabilities in the φ− direction do not prevent prolonged inflation. Moreover,
we do not need to sit precisely at φ− = 0: inflation along the φ+ direction dominates even if
we turn on φ− as long as φ−  φ+ that ensures |∂φ+V |  |∂φ−V |.
4 Embedding in Riemann Surface Compactifications
We now turn to embedding the preceding construction in a scenario for moduli stabilization.
Because the volume and string coupling will have finite masses in the stabilized vacuum,
their vevs will be able to adjust to some degree, suggesting further flattening beyond that
already evident in (3.12). This depends on the relative strengths of the terms in the potential
that stabilize the various moduli, of which we will exhibit a few different cases.
4.1 A concrete setup
A natural class of compactifications to consider for this purpose is [33], for two reasons.
First, the internal space (a product of Riemann surfaces) contains one-cycles that F1 flux can
thread. Secondly, this mechanism for moduli stabilization (among others) comes equipped
with relatively high potential barriers against runaways to weak coupling and large radius,
a feature that fits naturally with the high energy scale of large-field inflation.
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This will provide additional examples realizing the general mechanism of monodromy
inflation. As with previous realizations its role is to exhibit UV complete examples, and
in the present work an additional motivation is to explicitly map out a broader range of
phenomenological predictions including the tensor to scalar ratio r. Any given realization is
not to be taken literally, since in the string landscape there are many arbitrary choices made
in choosing a total dimensionality, a compactification manifold (or generalization), fluxes,
defects, and other sources. The mechanism itself — the unwinding of the potential in the
presence of generic branes and fluxes — is rather robust; very specific realizations such as
those developed here are meant simply as proofs of principle.
In order to incorporate axions from the Neveu-Schwarz B field, we must check their
compatibility with the ingredients involved in [33]. In the latter mechanism for moduli
stabilization, combinations of (p, q) 7-branes triply intersect — as in [32][34] — to produce a
source of negative tension scaling like that of orientifold 3-planes (O3). The resulting negative
term in the four-dimensional effective potential is useful for stabilizing the Riemann surface
sizes and the string coupling [33]. The coefficient of this term scales like n37, where n7 is
the number of 7-branes, enabling it to compete with the positive terms in the potential,
including that coming from the negative curvature of the Riemann surfaces (along with the
7-brane tensions).
Let us simplify the construction [33] in the following way, preserving its essential fea-
tures. Wrap the 7-branes whose triple intersections give O3 tension on homologically trivial
cycles — the necks of the higher-genus Riemann surfaces as in figures 2 and 3 below. This
automatically satisfies Gauss’s law for all charges in the problem, and provides a symmetric,
metastable configuration of these ingredients.
To be specific, as mentioned in [33] we may consider the combinations of 7-branes that
behave outside their core like an O7-plane plus four D7-branes, the so-called SO(8) combi-
nation [35]. However, we emphasize that unlike in the static, supersymmetric examples of
that combination of 7-branes, in a system like ours with other forces at play, the 7-branes
do not induce the asymptotic deficit angle of [35].14
This point is worth elaboration: it is a string-theoretic version of the following standard
physics. Consider 2+1 dimensional gravity coupled to massive particles. In a static solution
of the equations of motion, a massive particle induces a deficit angle proportional to its mass
and the three-dimensional Newton constant GN,3 [36]. In these static solutions, the amount
of matter is bounded by mtotal < 1/2GN,3; when one saturates this the solution becomes
compact. But non-static solutions exist, including matter-dominated FRW expansion in the
2+1 dimensional theory. In those solutions the amount of matter is not bounded: it simply
determines the rate of expansion via the Friedmann equation. Similarly, 7-branes are not
14In the case that we wrap these on contractible cycles, we can remove the mobile D7-branes by contracting
them to a point.
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Figure 2: An example of a very symmetric Riemann surface configuration, with the loci
along which various sectors of 7-branes sit marked in blue. As drawn, the 7-branes lie on
contractible cycles, thereby automatically satisfying Gauss’s law constraints. To create a
Riemann surface with additional symmetry, we can impose periodic boundary conditions,
cutting out holes where marked by single or double slashes and identifying them as indicated.
In that case each 7-brane at one location needs to be balanced by an antibrane elsewhere,
a configuration also consistent with the setup in [33]. The F1 flux and legs of the B field
described in the text lie along the nontrivial a-cycles and b-cycles of the manifold. When
microscopic consistency conditions from the orientifold projection require components of B to
vanish at the positions of the 7-branes, this can be achieved via suitable linear combinations
as in (4.1).
limited to the number — namely, 24 — that yields a static compact solution. Examples
of simple time-dependent solutions involving additional 7-branes include [37]. In our appli-
cation, the equations of motion have contributions from various sources — the curvature,
7-branes and associated O3-planes, and fluxes. The number of 7-branes is not constrained
to be 24 in this more general context.
In our compactification, we can introduce B fields along cycles as indicated in the figures.
In a static configuration, O7-planes would project out the constant mode of components of
the B fields with one leg parallel and one orthogonal to the orientifold. However, modes of
this B‖⊥ field that vanish at the O7-plane are consistent: the orientifold action essentially
introduces a boundary condition that the B field vanish on the fixed locus. We can satisfy
this condition at the loci of the 7-branes by choosing suitable linear combinations of the B
fields, as explained in figure 3.
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1 2 3 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
7-brane x x x x 
7’-brane x x x x 
7’’-brane x x x x 
e.g. F1 x 
e.g. B x x x x 
B(1) B(2) 
trivial 
cycles 
nontrivial cycles; 
combinations that 
vanish on 7-branes 
Figure 3: The orientations of some of the ingredients. The 7-branes lie on the blue cycles
in figure 2, while the B field legs and F1 lie on appropriate combinations of a- or b-cycles
around the handles. For example, the field B(1) has both legs parallel to the 7′′ sector of
7-branes, but B(1) vanishes at the position of the 7′′ branes if we take a linear combination
with opposite orientations around the cycles on either side of each 7′′ brane on the Riemann
surface Σ1 depicted in figure 2.
4.2 Final powers: p ≈ 3, 2, 4/3, 2/3, . . .
Finally, we are in a position to embed the example given in §3.1 above into a compactification
on a product of Riemann surfaces Σ1 × Σ2 × Σ3. In order to describe this, let us label the
a-cycles of Σ1 collectively as 1a, the b-cycles of Σ1 as 1b, and so on, with associated one-forms
ω1a, etc.
We will place B fields and fluxes so as to generate a quartic term in the B axions via
the effective |F1 ∧B ∧B|2 term. The potential energy described in [33] depends on complex
structure moduli analogous to u in §3.1, and on the volumes of the Riemann surfaces and
the string coupling gs. Our analysis will require generalizing equation (4.7) of [33] to include
the potential energy in the axions from B, and keeping track of the dependence of the flux
potentials n23, q
2
3, q
2
1 on the relevant complex structure modulus u˜ analogous to u in §3.1.
We have a variety of choices for B and for F1, as well as for the orientations of F3, H3, and
F5. To begin, let us consider a simple configuration where we place B fields along two-cycles
of the form
B = b(1)
h∑
I,J=1
λIJω
I
1b ∧ ωJ2a + b(2)
h∑
I,J=1
λIJω
I
2b ∧ ωJ3a + b(3)
h∑
I,J=1
λIJω
I
3b ∧ ωJ1a . (4.1)
This is analogous to the configuration (3.6) in §3.1, but we orient the legs of the B field
as indicated so that they lie along 1-cycles on each Riemann surface factor, enabling us to
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enforce their vanishing at the positions of the 7-branes as described above (this is encoded
in the signs λIJ). Similarly we place F1 flux along
F1 = Q1(ω1b + ω2b + ω3b) , (4.2)
where as we will discuss below, we either include F1 on all such a- and b-cycles within each
Riemann surface (a maximally symmetric choice) or instead thread F1 on a subset of these
1-cycles (or more generally, on the various cycles with different flux quantum numbers).
The combination of the B field (4.1) and the F1 flux (4.2) generates a contribution to the
potential energy from the effective |F1 ∧ B ∧ B|2 term as in §3.1. In this configuration, the
analogue of u, which in this section we are calling u˜, is La/Lb, where La and Lb are the sizes
of the a-cycles and b-cycles of the Riemann surfaces.
We will find different behavior depending on whether the F5 = dC4 flux required for the
stabilization construction of [33] lies along different cycles from the F1 ∧B ∧B contribution
to the effective F˜5, or if instead these fluxes overlap. The latter case arises if we make the
special, symmetric choice that all h of the a- and b-cycles are threaded similarly by each
type of flux. The former case will provide a direct embedding of §3.1.
At this point it is useful to introduce more of what we will need from the moduli stabiliza-
tion mechanism of [33]. Although the details are specific to the particular compactifications
studied there, our analysis will expose some more general lessons. The complex structure
moduli of the Riemann surfaces are stabilized in [33] by a flux potential analogous to that
in [32], arising from the internal components of the generalized field strengths F˜p with La-
grangian
V(p) =
∫ √−gF˜µ1...µpgµ1ν1 . . . gµpνpF˜ν1...νp . (4.3)
For each type of flux, (4.3) reduces to a contribution to the four-dimensional effective poten-
tial that depends on complex structure moduli, flux quantum numbers, and axions as well
as on the volume and dilaton. Scaling out the latter dependencies, let us denote these flux
potentials (as in [33]) as H23 → n23 and F˜ 2p → q˜2p. We will be interested in their dependence
on complex structure moduli (including the analogue of u in the simple model (3.10) of §3.1)
as well as their dependence on the axions descending from B.
The string coupling gs and the volume V of the product of Riemann surfaces are min-
imized by a potential U that realizes a combination of 2-term and 3-term perturbative
stabilization mechanisms (cf. e.g. [38]). Including the generalized fluxes F˜p, equation (4.5)
of [33] becomes
U ∼M4P
{
h+ n7 − 1
σ2
− N7
σ3
+
q˜25
σ4
+
n23
σ2V2/3 + q˜
2
3
V2/3
σ4
+ q21
V4/3
σ4
}
, (4.4)
where σ ≡ g−1s V2/3, h is the genus of each Riemann surface, and n7 and N7 ∝ n37 are
discrete parameters associated with the 7-branes in the construction [33]. This potential
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metastabilizes σ with a three-term structure; in [33], the case in which the first three terms
in (4.4) dominate over the others was emphasized. It is necessary for example that the three-
form flux terms (i.e. those proportional to n23 and q˜
2
3) be at least marginally subdominant,
since otherwise upon integrating out V they produce a positive term scaling like σ−3. The
stabilization of σ requires the negative term in (4.4) to be sufficiently strong. Moreover, in
order for the q21 term to at most marginally compete
15 with the first three terms, we must
have a hierarchy
q21 ≤
q˜25
V4/3  q˜
2
5 . (4.5)
In particular, when the axion b goes to zero, so that q˜5 → q5, we require q1  q5 at large
volume V . Given this, the flux terms ∼ n23, ∼ q˜23 in (4.4) stabilize the volume V with an
essentially two-term structure, diverging at small or large V (for fixed σ). The complex
structure moduli are stabilized by fluxes via a similar two-term structure encoded in the flux
potential [33][32]. Intuitively, at fixed volume and string coupling, fluxes on dual a-cycles
and b-cycles cost the system increasing energy if the relative sizes of these cycles change in
either direction, as then the flux becomes more concentrated.
Let us for simplicity consider 3-form fluxes that have vanishing wedge product with the
B fields (4.1). This is the case for the simplest generalization of (3.10) in §3.1 to Riemann
surfaces, with the three-form fluxes threading cycles consisting of products of a-cycles or
products of b-cycles, as in (3.3). Then we will have two cases of interest, depending on
whether (F1 ∧ B ∧ B) ∧ dC4 is nonzero; this gives two different behaviors for the axion-
dependence in q˜25. Somewhat schematically,
q˜25 ∼ q25 + 2q5q1b2 + q21b4 overlapping case (i) ,
q˜25 ∼ q25 + q21b4 non− overlapping case (ii) , (4.6)
where these terms depend implicitly on the complex structure moduli in a way that depends
on the 1-cycles they thread (as we will make explicit below in specific examples). The
canonical field is16 φ ∼ bMP/L2 ∼ bMP/V1/3 (for curvature radius L
√
α′), but it is useful at
least at first to analyze the action in terms of b, while making sure to treat the V-dependence
in the kinetic term consistently.
Before moving to the complete models realizing the complex structure flattening mech-
anism in §3.1, which will arise in case (ii) of (4.6), let us begin with case (i). This arises
15The q21 term need not be completely subdominant (the regime studied for simplicity in [33]). It would
consistent to let the q21 term be large enough that it combined with the n
2
3 terms stabilizes V, leading to a
positive term scaling like σ−8/3 which combines with the second and third terms in (4.4) to stabilize σ. In
any case the q21 term is at most marginally competitive with the leading terms, leading to (4.5).
16This expression omits possible dependence on the genus h.
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from the most symmetric choice we can make, with the fluxes threading cycles in all the
handles of the Riemann surface democratically. For this first class of examples, we will keep
the complex structure moduli stabilized as in [33], and focus on the dependence on gs and V
(equivalently, the dependence on σ and V). To implement this, we can add the analogue of
(4.1) and (4.2) in which we exchange the a- and b-cycles, and also consider an arrangement
of F3, H3, and F5 that is symmetric under this exchange. This stabilizes the ratios of a-
and b-cycle sizes (the complex structure moduli) at a value of u˜ ∼ La/Lb of order 1. (The
symmetry is not essential here; more generally one can just choose F1 and the other fluxes so
that the inflationary potential depending on b and the pure flux terms agree on the minimum
in the u˜ direction.)
Given this, the volume, dilaton, and axion dynamics works as follows for case (i). We
may first minimize σ at its minimum σmin determined by the (dominant) first three terms in
(4.4), with q˜5 ≈ q5. Then the final step of volume and dilaton stabilization, in the presence
of the axion (4.1), simply requires generalizing equation (4.7) from [33] in the following way:
defining
Ch ≡ h− n7 − 1
N7
, (4.7)
and incorporating the quartic term in the axion field b = b(i), i = 1, 2, 3, we obtain
U|σ=σmin ∼M4P
{
C2hn
2
3
1
V2/3 + C
4
h[q
2
3 + q
2
1b
2]V2/3 + C4h(q25 + 2q5q1b2 + q21b4)
}
case (i) ,
(4.8)
valid as long as 2q5q1b
2 + q21b
4 ≤ O(q25). The first two terms here stabilize the volume V .
First, let us consider the case where q23  q21b2. Since in the moduli stabilization mecha-
nism [33] we have q1  q5, cf. (4.5), there is a window in which the inflationary potential is
quadratic plus quartic in the axion, over many underlying periods of b. A super-Planckian
vev for the canonically normalized field φb ∼
√
hMP b/V1/3 (with h the genus of the Riemann
surfaces), keeping the axion terms at most marginally competitive with the q25 term in (4.8),
requires
q1V2/3
hq5
≤ M
2
P
φ2
, (4.9)
which is satisfied given a moderately large h (as is required to be able to tune the cosmological
constant in [33]) or given a significant hierarchy between q1 and q5. We impose (4.9) because
if the axion terms dominated over the q25 term, then the third term in (4.4) would vary over
several orders of magnitude as φb varies from ∼ 10MP to ∼MP , which would invalidate the
three-term stabilization of σ. The condition (4.9) in turn ensures that the quadratic term
in the round brackets of (4.8) dominates over the quartic term in the axion, although the
latter could become significant at the outer edge of the super-Planckian regime. (This latter
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effect may be interesting in light of the hints of a tension between Planck and BICEP2 [39],
although that tension is highly uncertain given [40][41] as well as foreground unknowns.)
Since we have expressed the action in terms of b rather than the canonical field φ ∼√
hMP b/V1/3, we must take into account the V dependence in the kinetic term for b, Skin ∼∫
M2Phb˙
2/V2/3. However, this is easily subdominant in the dynamics of V , since the inflaton
kinetic energy is much less than its potential energy (by a factor of the inflationary slow roll
parameter ε), and this in turn may be easily kept smaller than each of the first two terms
in (4.8). This last statement follows from the subdominance of the q1 contribution to the
moduli potential in [33]. Altogether, from case (i) of (4.6) we have obtained a quadratic
inflaton potential, crossing over to quartic at the boundary of its large field range (as it
reaches the regime where the inflaton potential would destabilize the modulus σ).
In more general circumstances, as we will see momentarily in a specific example, the
kinetic term can play a more nontrivial role in the dynamics; if V depends on b, this affects
the definition of the canonically normalized inflaton field φb, which can alter the ultimate
power of the potential [14]. In the special case that the kinetic term after volume stabilization
is proportional to (b˙/b)2, this change can prevent inflation, as it renders a potential that is
power law in b exponential in terms of the canonically normalized field. Without a sufficiently
small coefficient in the exponent (which may arise in some cases, but not generally), or a
separation of mass scales, this will not inflate.
Next, let us consider the case where q21b
2  q23 in the square brackets in (4.8). In this
case, we obtain b ∝ 1/V2/3 from the first two terms in the potential (4.8). This has two
effects: it introduces a linear term in b in the potential, and it also changes the relation
between b and the canonically normalized inflaton field φb because of the V dependence in
the b kinetic term
b˙2
V2/3 ∝ b˙
2b⇒ φb ∝ b3/2 (4.10)
(see [14] for previous examples of this effect). Given (4.10), for the regime (4.9) in which the
quadratic term in b ∝ q1q5b2 dominates in the potential, one finds p = (2/3)× 2 = 4/3:
V (φb) ≈ µ8/3φ4/3 . (4.11)
Before moving on to complex structure adjustments, we can obtain another class of
models from the case p0 = 2. Consider a set of B fields for which B ∧ B vanishes (or is
negligible), obtainable by appropriate distribution of the legs of B among the handles of the
Riemann surfaces. As above, we take the dominant flux terms — including q5 — to stabilize
the corresponding complex structure moduli, as in [33]. The field configuration (2.8) gives
a contribution to F3 of the form F1 ∧ B, orthogonal to the components of F3 we prescribed
above (in which the three legs are either all on a-cycles or all on b-cycles). In the absence of
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B ∧B contributions, the potential takes the form
U|σ=σmin ∼M4P
{
C2hn
2
3
1
V2/3 + C
4
h(q
2
3 + q
2
1b
2)V2/3 + C4hq25
}
case (i) . (4.12)
The result is a linear contribution to the potential in b, as in the previous example, but here
there are no additional quadratic or quartic terms. The kinetic term works as in (4.10),
giving p = 2/3:
V ≈ µ10/3φ2/3 . (4.13)
Let us next move to case (ii) of (4.6), which gives an a priori quartic dependence on b,
i.e. a fiducial power p0 = 4. In these next examples, we will also incorporate a more general
complex structure dependence, including dependence on a modulus u˜ = La/Lb describing
the ratio of a- and b-cycle sizes in some subset of Riemann surface handles.
U|σ=σmin ∼M4P
{
C2hn3(u˜)
2 1
V2/3 + C
4
hq3(u˜)
2V2/3 + C4h[q5(u˜)2 + q1(u˜)2b4]
}
case (ii) .
(4.14)
The u˜ dependence arises from the dependence of the flux energies on the complex structure
derived explicitly in [33], along with the analogous complex structure dependence in the axion
potential terms (coming from the B dependence in the generalized fluxes F˜p). Depending
on how we distribute the legs of the fluxes, each type of flux that threads 1-cycles within
the Riemann surfaces can depend on u˜ ∼ Lb/La as a combination of terms of order u˜±1, and
for the three-forms H3 and F3 we can also have terms of order u˜
±3 from fluxes threading
a one-cycle of each of the three Riemann surfaces (as in the model (3.10) in §3.1). Our
two-form potential B threads two-cycles composed of a product of a- and b-cycles (4.1), and
so b does not have any implicit u˜ dependence.
To obtain more general examples, we can break some of the symmetry assumed in the first
set of examples described above. There are two ways in which we can generalize: (I) break
the symmetry among the different pairs of a- and b-cycles on each Riemann surface, and/or
(II) break the symmetry among the three Riemann surfaces. We will next consider two sets
of examples, in the first case relaxing the symmetry just in sense (I) and in the second set
generalizing in the direction of both (I) and (II) together. This will give us powers p ≈ 3
and p ≈ 2 respectively, starting from the fiducial power p0 = 4.
First, let us consider particular subsets of pairs of a-cycles and b-cycles on which to
thread the F1 flux, treating the handles of each Riemann surface less symmetrically. In this
case, the inflaton potential term V ∝ q21bp0 with p0 = 4 has a distinct dependence on the
corresponding complex structure moduli u˜I = LaI/LbI (where the index I = 1, . . . , n1 runs
over the handles threaded by F1 — taking at least the minimal number required to respect
the consistency conditions from the 7-branes). Let us also separate the fluxes that stabilize
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the complex structure moduli in [33] into those with legs on these n1 cycles (which we can
label ∆Fp) and those without legs on them (which we will call F
(0)
p ). The latter we can
take to dominate in stabilizing the string coupling and volume in (4.4), which proceeds as
described in [33]. (There F
(0)
1 is not required, and we can consider for simplicity F1 = ∆F1,
i.e. only threading F1 on n1 of the cycles as just prescribed.)
The set of fluxes threading cycles within the n1 handles, i.e. the ∆Fp fluxes, includes some
that depend on the combination LaILbI , and others that depend on the ratio u˜I = LaI/LbI .
The former combined with the F
(0)
P fluxes stabilize the product LaILbI as in [33], provided
that one chooses large enough flux quantum numbers in these sectors so that this is a leading
effect.
Finally, we can address the stabilization of u˜I = LaI/LbI . The B fields and F1, and the
remaining ∆Fp fluxes stabilize this just as in the model (3.4), (3.6), and (3.10) explained in
§3.1 (replacing u in that toroidal toy model with u˜ in the Riemann surface compactification).
The b kinetic term depends only on the volume of a given handle (the product LaILbI), not on
u˜ ∼ LaI/LbI . At the minimum in the σ and V directions, the u˜ dependence in the potential
is of the form (cf (3.10))
U|∗ ∼M4PC2h
{(
∆n231
V2/3∗
+ ∆q231V2/3∗
)
u˜3 +
(
∆n231
V2/3∗
+ ∆q231V2/3∗
)
1
u˜3
+ C2hq
2
1b
4u˜
}
, (4.15)
where U|∗ is shorthand for U|σ=σ∗,V=V∗ , and we stress that (4.15) applies in case (ii).
As in the previous example, we work in the regime where the axion kinetic term is a
subdominant source in the equation of motion for LaILbI , leaving LaILbI stabilized as in
[33]. The kinetic term for u˜ is also subleading in the dynamics, as explained above in §3.2.
Altogether, stabilizing u˜ during inflation using the last two terms in (4.15), as in §3.1 this
gives a flattening to a cubic potential from the fiducial quartic potential,
V ≈ µφ3, p0 = 4→ p = 3. (4.16)
For another class of examples, we can relax the symmetry further and allow the three
Riemann surface factors to behave differently. Then, instead of a cubic dependence on u˜ in
the three-form flux terms, we obtain u˜±1. This, combined with the dependence b4u˜ in the
axion term, leads to u˜ ∼ 1/b2, and V ∝ b2. That is, this last class of examples produces to
good approximation 1
2
m2φ2 inflation,
V ≈ 1
2
m2φ2, p0 = 4→ p = 2. (4.17)
It is clear from the examples considered thus far that various powers appear, giving a
wide range of (discretely different) values of r. A quadratic potential is among them, coming
either as the result of rigid stabilization with a quadratic potential, or via flattening from
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a quartic potential. However, from the top down the quadratic model is not particularly
special. It is a classic model from the bottom up [10], and is simple in some sense. But this
simplicity may be illusory — the field theory model alone does not account for quantum
gravity effects (or particle physics or the cosmological constant). From the top down, the
monodromy mechanism for large fields that underlies this and other examples appears to
be quite simple, with moduli stabilization introducing what complications there are in the
problem. As we have seen here, the inflationary dynamics itself can participate in a rather
simple way in moduli stabilization, simplifying the latter somewhat.
5 Monodromies of Complex Structure Moduli
For special classes of compactification manifolds, such as Calabi-Yau spaces and Riemann
surfaces, the metric deformations include complex structure moduli. Their monodromies play
an important role in the mathematical structure of these compactifications, particularly in
the Calabi-Yau case where much of the moduli space geometry has been mapped out. As
mentioned above, these generalize the τ → τ + 1 symmetry for a torus, for which Re(τ)
plays the role of an axion.
It is natural to consider these moduli as candidate inflatons, a topic we leave mainly for
future work. But as a start, it is straightforward to derive a close analogue of the examples
given in §3.1, starting from the T-duality between B fields and angular metric deformations.
Specifically, we T-dualize on the y2 directions of the T
2 factors in that toy model. For each
torus, T-duality exchanges
ρ = b+ i
√
G ↔ τ = G12
G22
+ i
√
G
G22
≡ τ1 + iτ2 , (5.1)
where the metric of the T 2 is ds2 = GMNdy
MdyN and
√
G = L2 is the volume. The
quasiperiodic direction under b → b + 1 maps to τ → τ + 1. The effective flux coupling
|F1 ∧ B ∧ B|2 yielded the monodromy-induced quartic coupling in (3.10). Under the T-
duality (5.1), F1 dualizes to four-form flux F4, and and the three-form fluxes dualize to F0
and F6. The resulting effective potential on the T-dual side is, for τ1  1,
V ∼M4P
g4s
L12
(
Q24
τ 41
ρ2τ 22
+ ρ32Q
2
0 +
Q26
ρ32
)
, (5.2)
as can be computed directly using the T-dual fluxes and metric, or by applying (5.1) to
(3.10). In parallel to the previous case, solving for ρ2 here gives a cubic inflationary potential
along the τ1 direction. We leave the study of generalizations that are not directly T-dual to
previous examples as an interesting problem for the future.
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6 Conclusions
Monodromies of axion fields are ubiquitous in string compactifications with sufficiently gen-
eral fluxes or brane configurations. In this work we first provided an overview of the mon-
odromy mechanism, emphasizing the genericity of the large field ranges induced by flux
couplings along axion directions, as well as the role of the underlying discrete shift sym-
metry in protecting other aspects of the physics. Just as the potential exhibits a branch
structure with an underlying periodicity, as in figure 1, there is a periodicity in the spectrum
of branes wrapping the cycles that yield axions from higher-dimensional potential fields.
Inflation proceeds on one branch of the monodromy-extended potential, while these sectors
of the spectrum remain periodic.
While it is straightforward to identify compactifications containing fields and couplings
that appear suitable for large-field inflation, stabilizing moduli remains the primary technical
complication, both in monodromy constructions and in all other scenarios for inflation in
string theory. The most detailed and explicit scenario presented in this work builds on the
construction of [33], in which the moduli of type IIB string theory compactified on a product
of Riemann surfaces are stabilized by fluxes and (p, q) 7-branes. In this setting, the inflaton
corresponds to an axion descending from the NS-NS two-form B, and the monodromy is a
consequence of the coupling |F1∧B∧B|2 T-dual to the coupling |m0B∧B|2 in massive type
IIA string theory. We also related this via T-duality to monodromies in complex structure
moduli space, which may provide another rich set of examples to explore; constructing more
explicit and general examples along those lines is an important task for the future.
We presented several new models of large-field inflation from axion monodromy, involving
monomial potentials µ4−pφp. A key phenomenon is flattening [14], in which the inflationary
potential energy density makes a leading contribution to the potential for some of the moduli,
whose vevs then adjust during the course of inflation, reducing the total energy. The result
is that an exponent p0 computed in the absence of flattening is reduced to p < p0 by the
dynamical adjustment of the moduli. In this work, we exhibited examples with p = 3, 2, 4/3,
and 2/3, realizing a large range of phenomenological predictions for the tensor to scalar ratio.
This includes a class of examples with flattening from p0 = 4 to p = 3, somewhat analogous
to the flattening from p0 = 2 to p = 1 in [12][14]. It would be extremely interesting to build
from this experience to more systematically characterize the powers arising in monodromy
inflation. The present work, as well as [18][14], provide a modest start to this program, by
incorporating the natural interplay between inflation and moduli stabilization.
The monodromy structure of string theory axions, and their duals among complex struc-
ture moduli and brane positions, has played an interesting mathematical role in the theory,
and naturally generates large-field inflation. Phenomenologically, the discrete examples of
p obtained in this and other works, and a more systematic generalization if that can be
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accomplished, relate directly to various cosmological observables. It is of great interest to
understand the spectrum of UV-complete values of r (a detectable amplitude of tensor fluc-
tuations being the main model-independent signature of monodromy inflation) as well as
ns (which depends on p and also on the number of fields involved [19]). In addition, one
would like to map out the more detailed, but model-dependent signatures from the residual
oscillations in the potential (1.1) [12] generated by the sectors of the physics that respect
the underlying periodicity φ→ φ+ 2pif . The search for such oscillations — which has so far
led to constraints [42] — may be affected by the theoretical spectrum of possible values of p,
and by the possibility of dynamical relaxation of the period f and of the model-dependent
amplitude Λ4 of the oscillations during inflation. All this provides ample motivation for
further study.
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